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Caught between the devil and the deep blue sea...Police Chief Delaney Reed is good at keeping
secrets for the beach town of Ordinary Oregonâ€“just ask the vacationing gods or supernatural
creatures who live there. But with the first annual Cake and Skate fundraiser coming up, the only
secret Delaney really wants to know is how to stop the unseasonable rain storms. When all the god
powers are stolen, a vampire is murdered, and her childhood crush turns out to be keeping deadly
secrets of his own, rainy days are the least of her worries. Hunting a murderer, outsmarting a
know-it-all god, and uncovering an ancient vampireâ€™s terrifying past isnâ€™t how she planned to
spend her summer. But then again, neither is falling back in love with the one man she should never
trust.
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Delaney is just as frustratingly clueless about her personal safety as she's always been. Somehow
you'd think that a police chief--who just got shot a few months back because she wasn't paying
attention--would have figured out that maybe it would be a good idea to lock her door and listen

when people tell her she's in danger and needs to be especially careful. Not Delaney. She decides
to keep leaving her door unlocked and then go running on the beach with no weapon instead.
Sensible girl. Really. That's one issue I have with Delaney, while another is the fact that she hasn't
bothered to read up on her other job, being the god's bridge. She's left all her family journals about
the gods and the Reed family's experiences with them and all the various creatures to Jean. How
does Jean's studying the journals do anything to help Delaney get more competent and better
educated in her position? It's like Delaney thinks that she, Jean and Myra are some triumvirate that
can magically share the position, when in fact the other two can't do her job because they aren't
firstborns. They won't always be around when Delaney needs to know whatever the journals hold
and she's got to stop thinking she's anything less than fully responsible. I'm not sure I even like
Delaney at this point because she's still so stupidly irresponsible and other people are paying the
price for it.On to the rest of the book. The plot is interesting but is not resolved within the volume
and that bothers me. Clearly the war between the gods, their allies and subjects that was referred to
in the last book, wasn't going to be over and done in this one, but I would have thought Monk would
at least resolve the mystery by figuring out who murdered Sven and then confronting the
murderer/s.
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